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Erika Badu stopped by as an opening act for R&B artists as well as the Wu-Tang Clan.n Worldwide Underground, loose story
billed as an EP despite .rmp, contained six tracks. For the first time on the album, there was a joint track with JC Zack called.

Three EPs were originally released: each could be distributed on CD or via BitTorrent, but they existed in three different versions.
The 1st release contained 14 tracks and was previously titled "Easier Song". The second release contained the same tracks and was

featured in an R'n'B magazine called "Easy Song 2", however Hip-Hop International, the magazine that was the first to see the
album, reported that it had already been completed and was being released. will be delayed until December. The third edition has
4 tracks, 3 versions and 2 bonus tracks, including "Time to Think About Something". Due to low sales of the album, after rumors

of its release began, it was decided that "Eris.ifx" would be released, which could only be distributed in physical form, not
digitally. On December 11, 2009 "Erys.ifX" was released as a limited edition two CD. The album had various covers featuring

characters with different body types: golden-haired magical girls from books and movies like Eva Green and J.K. Rowling,
vampire girls like Nina Dobrev, and violent characters from movies and books like Uma Thurman, Elton John, Kevin Costner,

Sadie Frost, Benicio Del Toro and many others. All covers were done by Aaron Elsing and Matthew Simason, with Matthias Alls-
Platt having exclusive cover design. The debut single, "Time To Think About Somethin", was released on August 8, 2009. The
second single "Bare to the Ground" was released on September 9, 2009, but only released as a digital download. The original

release had a digital version of "Dancing Bare to The Ground", but it was not officially released digitally, but was
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